CLIMBING BACK UP THAT HILL

Al Moreno (pictured here) and Geoff Howard both fought prostate cancer and won. But life after a prostatectomy comes with its own unique challenges. Luckily both men had Eileen Johnson on their side, providing physical therapy treatment to get them back to all the physical activities they enjoy while largely avoiding the side effects caused by a prostatectomy.

READ MORE
SETTING FUTURE CAREERS IN BIOMECHANICS INTO MOTION

USC biokinesiology students commemorate National Biomechanics Day by introducing sports science to underrepresented high school students.

READ MORE

CONGRATS, CLASS OF 2022!

In the run-up to Commencement, we highlighted four of our talented graduates. Congrats to all our graduates, and Fight On!

READ MORE: Keairez Coleman
READ MORE: Lucia Madero
READ MORE: Shane Adamos
READ MORE: Natalia Barajas

STORY IDEAS?

Have story ideas for future edition of inMotion Monthly? Email us at ptcomm@usc.edu.